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Two-Eyed Seeing
Presentation Outline
1. introduction and thanks
2. three core objectives
3. TES: background
i) Elder Albert’s guiding principle
ii) two national documents
iii) misuse
iv) Heavy Sledge work ... i’l’oqaptmu’k

4. TES: four essentials with challenges
i) Co-Learning ... I’l’oqaptmu’k
ii) Knowledge Scrutinization
iii) Knowledge Validation
iv) Knowledge Gardening
- examples: CEPI and Integrative Science

5. more from Elders Albert and Murdena
6. conclusion ... followed by additional information
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Two-Eyed Seeing
Core Objectives (for presentation)
1. Understand that Two-Eyed Seeing is a guiding principle,
not a mechanism.
2. Understand that Two-Eyed Seeing requires ongoing
co-learning which in turn encompasses at least three
additional key essentials ... and all four bring challenges.
3. Know that Two-Eyed Seeing is, unfortunately, being
co-opted, trivialized, and/or romanticized by some people
and/or organizations ... and understand, therefore, that
means need to be deployed to recognize such and (when
required) to redress or preclude misleading work that
refers to itself as “Two-Eyed Seeing”.

Two-Eyed Seeing
... starts in Mi’kma’ki over 2 decades ago

Mi’kma’ki

Indigenous Traditional Territories
screen capture from http://native-land.ca/

Two-Eyed Seeing
Etuaptmumk

● brought forward by Mi’kmaq Elder Albert Marshall
→ Mi’kmaq = Etuaptmumk → “the gift of multiple perspectives”
→ 1990s-2000s for Integrative Science (brief info later)

● subsequently adopted / adapted by other inter- or
cross-cultural collaborations wherein the overall effort
is towards “the working together” of Indigenous and
mainstream knowledges and ways of knowing
→ 2011 … Dr. Malcolm King, CIHR-IAPH
→ 2017 ... Canada’s Fundamental Science Review (Naylor Report)

Two-Eyed Seeing
Elder Albert’s words:
LEARN ... to see from one eye
with the best in Indigenous
knowledges and ways of
knowing, and from the other
eye with the best in Western
(or mainstream) knowledges
and ways of knowing
… and LEARN to use
both these eyes together
for the benefit of all.
→ “the gift of multiple perspectives”

Two-Eyed Seeing

Indigenous

Western

icon encouraged by Elder Albert Marshall

Two-Eyed Seeing
TES emerged in the arena of natural science education
at the PSE level ... we wanted those involved to have a clear
understanding that the mainstream (“Western”) natural sciences
have an overall worldview / paradigm / culture that differs from
the worldviews / paradigms / cultures of Indigenous peoples.

Indigenous

Western

labels congruent with
First Nations Holistic Lifelong Learning Model 2007
http://www.ecdip.org/docs/pdf/FN%20Learning%20Model%20CCL.pdf
(by Aboriginal Learning Knowledge Centre in Canadian Council on Learning [de-funded by Harper Gov’t])

Two-Eyed Seeing
TES emerged in the arena of natural science education
at the PSE level ... we wanted those involved to have a clear
understanding that the mainstream (“Western”) natural sciences
have an overall worldview / paradigm / culture that differs from
the worldviews / paradigms / cultures of Indigenous peoples.

Indigenous
First Nations
Mi’kmaq

Western
We recognize TES is often now
considered a First Nations concept
(although also useful in a broader sense).

Two-Eyed Seeing
TES emerged in the arena of natural science education
at the PSE level ... we wanted those involved to have a clear
understanding that the mainstream (“Western”) natural sciences
have an overall worldview / paradigm / culture that differs from
the worldviews / paradigms / cultures of Indigenous peoples.

Eurocentric

Ta’ntelo’lti’k

conventional

ATK / MTK / IK / TEK

mainstream
Western

Indigenous
First Nations
Mi’kmaq

We recognize there are many
labels ... with pros and cons.

Two-Eyed Seeing
We further wanted to emphasize that there is common ground
between the worldviews (as well as differences).

Indigenous

Western

And, we wanted to recognize and respect each
culture’s worldview as a whole knowledge system.

GUIDING WISDOM
Go into a forest, you see the birch, maple, pine.
Look underground and all those trees are holding hands.
We as people must do the same.
(words of late Mi’kmaq Chief, Spiritual Elder, and Healer Charlie Labrador)

a GUIDING PRINCIPLE
speaks to our minds, souls, spirits

Indigenous

Western

a GUIDING PRINCIPLE
speaks to our minds, souls, spirits
● requires ongoing commitment to relationships
● requires ongoing personal efforts to understand positionality and
to act upon responsibilities for reciprocities and accountabilities
● requires ongoing consideration to key essentials (outlined later)

NOT A MECHANISM!!!

Indigenous

Western

a GUIDING PRINCIPLE

Two-Eyed Seeing

2017: from Mi’kma’ki across Canada … plus international
● in two key national documents plus many research and other projects

CIHR-Institute of Aboriginal Peoples’ Health: Strategic Plan 2014-2018

under the leadership of
Malcolm King, PhD, FCCP
Scientific
Director
CIHR-IAPH
2009-2016

key
document
released
Feb 2016
http://www.cihr-irsc.gc.ca/e/49589.html

CIHR Institute of Aboriginal Peoples’ Health: Strategic Plan 2014-2018

TWO-EYED SEEING
page

The concepts informing IAPH’s Indigenous Ways of Knowing and Two-Eyed Seeing funding
26
opportunities are guiding principles of IAPH’s vision and mandate, and several IAPHfunded studies have incorporated and qualified the benefits of these approaches.5 IAPH
continues to advance Indigenous Ways of Knowing in health research methodologies and
community-specific and common Indigenous health indicators, building on the outcomes
of the March 2013 National Colloquium on Indigenous Knowledge and Aboriginal Health
Research.
Two-Eyed Seeing6 in research speaks to community-relevant and community-based health
research that engages First Nations, Inuit and Métis Peoples in the design, implementation,
analysis, data management and sharing of the research. Among its strengths, Two-Eyed
Seeing in research enables the direct benefits of cultural connection, safety and control for
First Nations, Inuit and Métis Peoples, achieved through ensuring involvement and a
balance between “western” and Indigenous research methodologies, analysis and
subsequent treatments.7

http://www.cihr-irsc.gc.ca/e/49589.html

2017 report to Government of Canada
This report sets out a multi-year agenda that,
if implemented, could transform Canadian
research capacity and have enormous
long-term impacts across the nation.
- C. David Naylor, Professor of Medicine,
University of Toronto (Chair)

key
document
released
April 2017
http://www.sciencereview.ca/eic/site/059.nsf/eng/home

2017 report to Government of Canada
page
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INTEGRATIVE SCIENCE
TWO-EYED SEEING

Two-Eyed Seeing
some individuals misuse TES ...
merely co-opting it or treating it as a mechanism, thereby neglecting
relationships, responsibilities, commitments, accountabilities and more

Two-Eyed Seeing

to preclude “The Downside” we need to embed more understandings
and enact them. Elder Albert’s words: “This work of TES is not easy ...”.

SOMETIMES IT’S LIKE A HEAVY SLEDGE
that we are trying to move – this sledge
represents our passions for ensuring ...
● ecological integrity of Mawisikamukawey

words of Elder Albert Marshall, Mi’kmaq Nation

SOMETIMES IT’S LIKE A HEAVY SLEDGE
that we are trying to move – this sledge
represents our passions for ensuring ...
● well-being of our communities
● transmission of our culture and knowledge ...

words of Elder Albert Marshall, Mi’kmaq Nation

SOMETIMES IT’S LIKE A HEAVY SLEDGE
that we are trying to move – this sledge
represents our passions for ensuring ...
● well-being of our communities
● transmission of our culture and knowledge ...

We, the Elders, are
dragging that sledge with
all our might, and we need
others to help us by
pushing as hard as you can
on the rear of the sledge.
But, it is we,
the Elders, who will
determine where it goes.
words of Elder Albert Marshall, Mi’kmaq Nation

OTHER TIMES THAT HEAVY SLEDGE
represents a passion we Elders hold
that western science can help address.
Then we, the Elders, will
help you with that sledge
... you drag, we push ...
while we all also constantly
exchange understandings
about where it is going
... and learn to abide by

i’l’oqaptmu’k

meaning “to revisit to renew,
to maintain movement in the
direction Spirit intended”.
words of Elder Albert Marshall, Mi’kmaq Nation

“Heavy Sledge” work requires Co-Learning
plus three more ... making FOUR key essentials.
Although these bring profound challenges,
they also help guard against the risk that Two-Eyed Seeing
will be co-opted, trivialized, and/or romanticized.

Two-Eyed Seeing
embed four key essentials

1. Co-Learning
2. Knowledge
Scrutinization
3. Knowledge
Validation
4. Knowledge
Gardening
and address the challenges these bring

Two-Eyed Seeing
embed four key essentials

categories

1. Co-Learning ..... learning together
(with and from each other)
2. Knowledge
Scrutinization ... to see “the best”
3. Knowledge
Validation ........... by peers
4. Knowledge
Gardening .......... walking our talk
(grounded applications)

and address the challenges these bring

Two-Eyed Seeing
embed four key essentials

fluidity

1. Co-Learning
2. Knowledge
Scrutinization
3. Knowledge
Validation
4. Knowledge
Gardening
and address the challenges these bring

Two-Eyed Seeing
embed four key essentials

wholistic

1. Co-Learning
2. Knowledge
Scrutinization
3. Knowledge
Validation
4. Knowledge
Gardening
and address the challenges these bring

1. Co-Learning
relationship growth
→ nurturing collective,
relational capacities
to understand and
to collaborate
→ learning together ...
with and from each other
● We, together … ongoing

Why?
new hope
for better
relationships
congruent with

TRC

94 calls to action
plus

UN Declaration
on the
Rights of
Indigenous
Peoples
adopted by Canada

words of Elder Albert Marshall

1. Co-Learning

Why?
new hope
for better
relationships
congruent with

● How do we
re-awaken Spirit?
● How do we create
opportunities for
our spirits to start
collaborating?
● How do we move to
working collectively,
rather than as
individuals?

94 calls to action

WE MUST ALSO CONSIDER:
colonialism, racism,
unequal power dynamics

adopted by Canada

TRC
plus

UN Declaration
on the
Rights of
Indigenous
Peoples

words of Elder Albert Marshall

1. Co-Learning

● How do we invoke the Spirit of Co-Learning
in / for groups and organizations?
● Traditionally, we would not have had to say
“co-learning” because that’s how the relationship
naturally functioned. “Nurturing”, on
the other hand, is done in a mindful
way ... anything that is alive has to be
nurtured with love and compassion.
● Co-Learning does not need “evaluation”
... rather we need to understand that the
essence of Co-Learning is i’l’oqaptmu’k.

images requested by Elder Albert Marshall ... done by artist Gerald Gloade

1. Co-Learning

words of academia

1. Co-Learning ... ??

IK

UNDRIP
TRC

new
sciences

NEED: system-wide understandings, encouragement and support for
trans-disciplinary, inter-cultural, and community-based work …
including generous TIME to grow meaningful relationships.

words of academia

1. Co-Learning ... ??

ALSO NEED
to consider

i’l’oqaptmu’k,

IK

UNDRIP
TRC

new
sciences

the essence of
Co-Learning

NEED: system-wide understandings, encouragement and support for
trans-disciplinary, inter-cultural, and community-based work …
including generous TIME to grow meaningful relationships.

2. Knowledge
Scrutinization
domains, ways, substance
→ nurturing
our capacities to
“see the best” or
“see the strengths”
in each and different
knowledges and
ways of knowing
… and to use them for
the benefit of all
● We, together … ongoing

Why?
Otherwise, there
can be profound
barriers of

PESSIMISM
to FEAR
that humans
have difficulty
crossing, when
faced with
something
new, unknown
or different.

2. Knowledge
Scrutinization
● How can we guard
against negativism in
this scrutiny?
● How can we help critics
to understand and
accept, rather than fear
and reject?
WE MUST ALSO CONSIDER:
colonialism, racism,
unequal power dynamics

Why?
Otherwise, there
can be profound
barriers of

PESSIMISM
to FEAR
that humans
have difficulty
crossing, when
faced with
something
new, unknown
or different.

2. Knowledge
Scrutinization

Why?

fear / rejection: example #1, 14 February 2014
opinion piece by: Jeffrey Simpson, Columnist

Money alone can’t fix aboriginal education
context: then pending (later cancelled) federal legislation
First Nations Control of
First Nations Education
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/opinion/aboriginal-education-needs-money-and-more/article17008070/

2. Knowledge
Scrutinization

Why?

fear / rejection: example #1, 14 February 2014

Jeffrey Simpson’s words:

“… the big loser will be students, whose knowledge of
basic science, math and other subjects will be so infused
with cultural appropriateness by these theorists as to handicap
them, rather than assist them, in wider Canadian society.”
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/opinion/aboriginal-education-needs-money-and-more/article17008070/

Elder Albert Marshall
❖ We need to be guided by
Two-Eyed Seeing.
❖ We need to embark on a Co-Learning Journey in which our
two paradigms will be put on the table to be scrutinized.
❖ We need to honestly be able to say that the essence, the spirit
of our two ways, has been respected as we work to balance
the energies of those ways.
Jeffrey Simpson

“… the big loser will be students, whose knowledge of
basic science, math and other subjects will be so infused
with cultural appropriateness by these theorists as to handicap
them, rather than assist them, in wider Canadian society.”
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/opinion/aboriginal-education-needs-money-and-more/article17008070/

2. Knowledge
Scrutinization

Why?

fear / rejection: example #2, 21 June 2017
opinion piece by: Frances Widdowson
Associate Professor, Dept of Economics, Justice and Policy Studies
Mount Royal University, Calgary

http://business.financialpost.com/opinion/junk-science-week-treating-aboriginal-traditional-knowledge-equal-toscience-in-environmental-reviews-can-make-things-far-worse/wcm/bff40f1d-7b8d-456c-a60e-a5091b70a339

2. Knowledge
Scrutinization

Why?

fear / rejection: example #2, 21 June 2017
context, quoting author’s first sentences:
Two recent reports from expert panels appointed by the Canadian
government — one about modernizing the National Energy Board and
the other providing a new vision for Canadian impact assessments
— stress the importance of integrating indigenous “traditional
knowledge” alongside “western science” and giving it “equal
recognition.” Such recognition, according to these reports, not only
will result in reconciliation between aboriginal and non-aboriginal
peoples and a realization of “nation to nation relationships;” it also
will enhance evidence-based decision making.
http://business.financialpost.com/opinion/junk-science-week-treating-aboriginal-traditional-knowledge-equal-toscience-in-environmental-reviews-can-make-things-far-worse/wcm/bff40f1d-7b8d-456c-a60e-a5091b70a339

additional extracts from Frances Widdowson’s opinion piece:
● [from introduction] The peculiar stance of declaring the importance
of something [namely, Traditional Knowledge] without stating what it
is comes as no surprise to those who critically analyze the interaction
between aboriginal groups and the Canadian government.
● Good policy? This evasion enables the government to hide the
reality that the “knowledge” consists of either unsystematic
observations or spiritual beliefs. Neither of these enhance “sound
facts, evidence and analysis,” which both reports assert are essential
for informing “good policy.” Demands that traditional knowledge be
equally recognized, however, constitute a lucrative form of rentseeking for quite a few lawyers, consultants and aboriginal leaders
(a practice I have referred to elsewhere as neotribal rentierism).
● [concluding sentence] We need to prevent all vested interests from
distorting our understanding of the environmental harm caused by
economic development, and politically motivated promises to “equally
recognize” traditional knowledge do not aid us in this endeavour.

Elder Albert Marshall
❖ We need to be guided by
Two-Eyed Seeing.
❖ We need to embark on a Co-Learning Journey in which our
two paradigms will be put on the table to be scrutinized.
❖ We need to honestly be able to say that the essence, the spirit
of our two ways, has been respected as we work to balance
the energies of those ways.

Frances Widdowson
● No scrutiny. Traditional knowledge observations are actually protoscientific, in
that they lack specificity and are not recorded, preventing them from being
compared accurately across space and time and used purposefully in hypothesis
testing. Even worse, designating certain people as “traditional knowledge
holders” shields their claims from scrutiny, undermining the skeptical ethos of
scientific research. The uncritical inclusion of these unsystematic observations is
particularly problematic when it involves protecting species that aboriginal
peoples have an interest in harvesting.

KNOWLEDGE SCRUTINIZATION:
put our two paradigms on the table to be scrutinized
(words of Elder Albert Marshall)

Artist Gerald Gloade; Millbrook First Nation

Are we as learners, and also the
critics and skeptics, willing to engage in
Two-Eyed Seeing ... via Co-Learning and more?

KNOWLEDGE SCRUTINIZATION:
put our two paradigms on the table to be scrutinized
(words of Elder Albert Marshall)

Artist Gerald Gloade; Millbrook First Nation

Two-Eyed Seeing
requires time.
It is emphatically NOT about taking a few select “things”
from TK to add to mainstream knowledge.

KNOWLEDGE SCRUTINIZATION:
put our two paradigms on the table to be scrutinized
(words of Elder Albert Marshall)

Artist Gerald Gloade; Millbrook First Nation

Two-Eyed Seeing
is NOT easy ...

... we need to consider KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS
and Co-Learn within genuine, meaningful relationships.

KNOWLEDGE SCRUTINIZATION:
put our two paradigms on the table to be scrutinized
(words of Elder Albert Marshall)

KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS
WHOLE SYSTEMS
Two-Eyed Seeing
is a powerful reminder:
each eye is a COMPLETE WHOLE.

KNOWLEDGE SCRUTINIZATION:
put our two paradigms on the table to be scrutinized
(words of Elder Albert Marshall)

KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS
WHOLE
SYSTEMS
• nature
of thinking
or thought:
wsitqamu’kewe’l ankitasuaqnn
(worldly thoughts or knowledge gained
throughout your life) ≈ epistemology
• worth of reality; real world; real life:
wsitqamu’kewe’l penawsinn ≈ ontology
• how knowledge is gained: ta’n tel
mnsnmen kjiji’taqn ≈ methodology
• worth of knowledge that will be used:
kjijitaqn ta’n tel wie’wasitew ≈ axiology

KNOWLEDGE SCRUTINIZATION:
put our two paradigms on the table to be scrutinized
(words of Elder Albert Marshall)

KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS
WHOLE
SYSTEMS
• nature
of thinking
or thought:
wsitqamu’kewe’l ankitasuaqnn
(worldly thoughts or knowledge gained
throughout your life) ≈ epistemology
• worth of reality; real world; real life:
wsitqamu’kewe’l penawsinn ≈ ontology
• how knowledge is gained: ta’n tel
mnsnmen kjiji’taqn ≈ methodology
• worth of knowledge that will be used:
kjijitaqn ta’n tel wie’wasitew ≈ axiology

KNOWLEDGE SCRUTINIZATION:
put our two paradigms on the table to be scrutinized
(words of Elder Albert Marshall)

Upon reading Wilson’s book and
then discussing with Elder Murdena,
Elder Albert brought forward key
conceptual understandings within
Mi’kmaq Traditional Knowledge, as
they are expressed in the language.
He suggests all First Nations’
languages contain understandings
akin to this because of
the importance of the
relationship between the
storyteller and the one
receiving the knowledge.

KNOWLEDGE SCRUTINIZATION:
put our two paradigms on the table to be scrutinized
(words of Elder Albert Marshall)

MI’KMAQ KNOWLEDGE
• nature of thinking or thought:
wsitqamu’kewe’l ankitasuaqnn
(worldly thoughts or knowledge gained
throughout your life) ≈ epistemology
• worth of reality; real world; real life:
wsitqamu’kewe’l penawsinn ≈ ontology
• how knowledge is gained: ta’n tel
mnsnmen kjiji’taqn ≈ methodology
• worth of knowledge that will be used:
kjijitaqn ta’n tel wie’wasitew ≈ axiology

italicized text = Albert’s thoughts

KNOWLEDGE SCRUTINIZATION:
put our two paradigms on the table to be scrutinized
(words of Elder Albert Marshall)

WESTERN KNOWLEDGE

Western science can tell us
what happens when people
are physically starved,
but it can't tell us what
happens to people when
they are spiritually starved.
Western knowledge has not
answered this yet.

KNOWLEDGE SCRUTINIZATION:
put our two paradigms on the table to be scrutinized
(words of Elder Albert Marshall)

Cindy Blackstock 2011
Emergence of
The Breath of Life Theory

KNOWLEDGE SCRUTINIZATION:
put our two paradigms on the table to be scrutinized

Elder
Murdena’s
Mi’kmaq
Knowledge
Model

shared with
Western Science

4 concentric circles

KNOWLEDGE SCRUTINIZATION:
put our two paradigms on the table to be scrutinized

Knowledge System Models

Mi’kmaq

Western

adapted from Elder Murdena Marshall

KNOWLEDGE SCRUTINIZATION:
put our two paradigms on the table to be scrutinized

Mi’kmaq

Western

KNOWLEDGE SCRUTINIZATION:
put our two paradigms on the table to be scrutinized
as storytellers, as knowledge agents ...
we have responsibilities to our knowledges

collective
Love
Language (Mi’kmaq)
Life & Land

Mi’kmaq

Hypotheses
Language (Mathematics)
Theories & Models

Western

3. Knowledge Validation

... by peers

Why?

● MISTAKES HAPPEN
● ONE PERSON CAN’T KNOW IT ALL
● FRAUD
authenticity
accuracy
language as deemed appropriate

→ validation via acceptable peer review processes
● by Indigenous Knowledge Holders for TK
● by Researchers & Scholars for mainstream knowledge

3. Knowledge Validation

... by peers

Why?

● MISTAKES HAPPEN
● ONE PERSON CAN’T KNOW IT ALL
● FRAUD

Thus, the need for peer review
within all knowledge systems.
● How can we help Elders to ensure that
the validation they insist upon, is in place?
→ Elder Albert: “accuracy, authenticity, sacredness”

● How does “validation” fit within
oral knowledge transmission?

3. Knowledge Validation

... by peers

Academics and
Researchers

... understood, by all genuine
Knowledge Holders, as essential

3. Knowledge Validation

... by peers

3. Knowledge Validation

... by peers

Widdowson’s claim
does not reflect how
Elders understand TK.

ELDERS’ 8 RECOMMENDATIONS
Therefore it be resolved that the Atlantic
Chiefs, having reviewed the recommendations
at their meeting on 29 September 2011
hereby support the 8 recommendations
put forward by Atlantic Region Elders as part of the
APC Elders Project: Honouring Traditional Knowledge.

RECOMMENDATIONS: #1-4
1. It needs to be recognized that Atlantic Aboriginal communities are losing their
Elders, their languages and their cultural knowledge very rapidly. Therefore,
Aboriginal communities and leadership need to recognize the
urgency and importance of working alongside Elders and learning from their
Traditional Knowledge immediately.
2. It is imperative that Elders be involved in all aspects of the territorial, cultural,
linguistic, ecological, economic development and social affairs of Atlantic
Aboriginal communities. Elders are in a position to help prioritize
what is most important because of their collective cultural knowledge.
3. Traditional Knowledge should be woven into all aspects of Aboriginal
community life, including economic development, fisheries, health, social, law,
environment and education etc.
4. Elders should be consulted in meaningful ways and have advisory roles for all
Aboriginal community planning, development, implementation and evaluation
taking place. Meaningful involvement would include being members of steering
committees and advisory committees so that Elders have input into decision
making.

RECOMMENDATIONS: #5-8
5. Traditional Knowledge must be shared and passed on before it is lost. The ways
in which Traditional Knowledge is passed on, needs to be directed by the Elders
from each territory.
6. An Elders Council, appointed by Elders, that would advise on matters related
to the sharing of Traditional Knowledge, should be formed for the Atlantic
region. The Council would advise on matters related to protocols and/or ethics
and the best practices for the sharing of Traditional Knowledge as well as the
best practices for working alongside Elders. This would include working alongside
Elders in all areas of community life and development including research.
7. Elders should be involved in developing and approving educational curriculum
related to Traditional Knowledge for Aboriginal community schools, provincial and
post-secondary institutions in the Atlantic region.
8. Each Aboriginal community needs to encourage the use of traditional practices,
which are products of Traditional Knowledge. This would encourage younger
generations to learn about and respect traditional practices, such as traditional
laws, cultural and spiritual practices, language learning and practices related to
hunting and fishing, food gathering, medicine, ecology, science, arts and
education.

3. Knowledge Validation

... by peers

(note: above statement from shared posting on Facebook; original posting unknown)

... understood, by all genuine
Knowledge Holders, as essential

3. Knowledge Validation

... by peers

Academics and
Researchers

... understood, by all genuine
Knowledge Holders, as essential

4. Knowledge Gardening

Why?

We need to grow our understandings so
our different knowledges can be respected
as we co-learn how to have them “work as one”.

We need to “Walk our Talk”
... abiding by and with interests and needs
of local communities and protocols
grounded co-learning, mentorship, research
→ “walking our talk” via “actionable projects”
... co-learning and research with and by communities
● Community Members & Organizations
● Researchers and Students

4. Knowledge Gardening
● How can we create opportunities
to grow, together ... and help each other?
● How can we strive to make different
knowledges “work as one”?
● How can we re-awaken the understanding
that healing comes from within?
● How can we harness the power of story?
● How can we learn to
“listen to understand” rather than
simply listening to say something back?
● How can we engage our
responsibility to reflect?

4. Knowledge Gardening

Why?

We need to grow our understandings so
our different knowledges can be respected
as we co-learn how to have them “work as one”.

We need to “Walk our Talk”
... abiding by and with interests and needs
of local communities and protocols

● How can we truly learn that
we are our stories, that everything is story?
● How can we learn to listen to stories ...
to share stories ... to co-learn from stories?

“potential”
4. Knowledge Gardening: ˄ example

CEPI

Collaborative Environmental
Planning Initiative

“potential” because
CEPI’s
Terms of Reference
do not include
Two-Eyed Seeing
(this might be changing)

“potential”
4. Knowledge Gardening: ˄ example

CEPI

Collaborative Environmental
Planning Initiative

TRANSFORMATION &
INTERCONNECTIVENESS
page in CEPI 2004 Report

page contributed to CEPI 2004 Workshop Report by

Institute for Integrative Science & Health

retrospective
4. Knowledge Gardening: ˄ example

Integrative Science

emerged in

EDUCATIONAL ARENA
CBU Faculty, Educator, Elder, Spiritual
Leader, Fluent Speaker of Mi’kmaq,
Grand-daughter of Grand Chief

grown in

RESEARCH ARENA
CBU Faculty, Educator, Biologist,
Tier 1 Canada Research Chair in
Integrative Science

late 1980s – late 1990s
both on faculty
at CBU

Murdena, why no Mi’kmaq
students in science?
Cheryl, enrich how you teach
science!! Then, more
Mi’kmaq students might
choose to study science.

Integrative Science
innovative, post-secondary science education program in 4 year degree
at Cape Breton University, 1999-2010

1) embedded TWO-EYED SEEING as its guiding principle
2) was based on the premise that acquisition of scientific
knowledge is essential to human survival ... and that
science is a practical engagement with the real world
and the scientific pursuit of knowledge must, therefore,
be as old as the consciousness of our human species
3) emphasized:
a) the natural world and our human participation
within it,
b) cultural inclusivity with respect to knowledge, and
c) our roles, including responsibilities, as agents ...
indeed, as storytellers ... in our knowledge systems

Integrative Science

Integrative Science

Indigenous

Western

“bringing our knowledges together”

Integrative Science

NOT MERGED ... rather:
COMMON GROUND recognized
DIFFERENCES respected

Indigenous

Western

“bringing our knowledges together”

Integrative Science
vision congruent with 2007
First Nations Holistic Lifelong Learning Model
http://www.ecdip.org/docs/pdf/FN%20Learning%20Model%20CCL.pdf

Integrative Science

The foundational basis for any relationship
is an exchange of stories.
(words of Elder Albert Marshall)

Integrative Science

Integrative Science
as storytellers, as knowledge agents ...
we have responsibilities

- respect
-

relationship
reverence
reciprocity
ritual (ceremony)
repetition
responsibility

Indigenous

- question asking
- hypotheses
(making & testing)

- data collection
- data analysis
- model & theory
construction
Western

my own research in the staircase pattern

nematode
parasites
(worms)
in wild
animals

my own research in the staircase pattern
lots of technical words!
EPIDEMIOLOGY
at the level of populations

GENES / DNA
at the level of
macromolecules

{

DISEASE
response at the level of
(multi-cellular) organism

ECOLOGY OF DISEASE
GROSS PATHOLOGY
HISTOPATHOLOGY
nematode
parasites
(worms)
in wild
animals

INFLAMMATION
response at levels
of cells and tissues

my own research

Western
science stories
... and I
am not in
this story

patterns taken apart
to gain understanding
... re-assembled
within explanatory
professional
publications

My Western
stories
of

& wholes
Science stories are pattern parts
knowledge!
… stories of:

MATTER

Spirit does not exist.
Consciousness
... and I
is “problematic”.

My world is
many “its”
(objects).

am not in
this story

Western

My Western
stories
of

& wholes
Science stories are pattern parts
knowledge!
… stories of:

MATTER & ENERGY

Spirit does not exist.
Consciousness
... and I
is “problematic”.

am not in
this story

but I am
in the
story for
quantum
physics!

My world is
many “its”
(objects).
… along with
energy fields and
emergent systems!

Western

My Mi’kmaq

interconnectiveness
Science stories are pattern
knowledge!
stories
of

Our stories are alive.
... and I am
Place
in the story
Emergence
Participation

Spirit
everywhere

My world, our world, is
“All My Relations” (kin / subjects).

Mi’kmaq

KNOWLEDGE lives in STORIES

The land is alive
with our stories.
Place
Emergence
Participation

Moose Harvest

Mi’kmaq
Youth Camp
photos by Clifford Paul, Membertou FN

KNOWLEDGE lives in STORIES

The sky is alive
with our stories.
Place
Emergence
Participation

← TATAPN

(North Star)

Mi’kmaq Traditional Night Sky Story:
Muin and the Seven Bird Hunters

Mi’kmaq science stories: patterns woven within patterns
CRC Team: Sana Kavanagh, Kristy Read, Nadine Lefort, Prune Harris
Elder Murdena Marshall
Eskasoni FN

Elder
Lillian Marshall
Potlotek FN

Mi’kmaq Traditional Night Sky Story:
Muin and the Seven Bird Hunters
(“oral calendar”)

Mi’kmaq science stories: patterns woven within patterns

days
(nights)

moons

generations
seasons
years

Msit No’kmaq
All My Relations

Mawisikamukawey

Mi’kmaq science stories: patterns woven within patterns

days

Ancestors
(in sky)

(nights)

moons

generations
seasons
years

Msit No’kmaq
All My Relations

Mawisikamukawey

Knowledge
is spirit.
It is a gift,
passed on
through
many people.
As Elders,
we must
pass it on.
words of
Elder Albert Marshall

Ancestors
(in sky)

Knowledge
is spirit.
It is a gift,
passed on
through
many people.
As Elders,
we must
pass it on.
words of
Elder Albert Marshall

CINDY
BLACKSTOCK
Breath of Life Theory
2007 and 2011

Stories

Knowledge is alive, and thus both physical and spiritual.

KNOWLEDGE lives in STORIES

Stories

Knowledge is alive, and thus both physical and spiritual.

KNOWLEDGE lives in STORIES

Stories

Knowledge is alive, and thus both physical and spiritual.

KNOWLEDGE lives in STORIES

Stories → Theory
FROM CINDY BLACKSTOCK:

Breath of Life Theory
2007 and 2011
● member, Gitxsan Nation

Appendix 2:
references plus
additional visuals pertaining to
Breath of Life Theory

Knowledge is alive, and thus both physical and spiritual.

KNOWLEDGE lives in STORIES

Stories →

weave elements of

Mi’kmaq Traditional Knowledge
❖ Mi’kmaq language
❖ interconnectiveness of land-life-language
❖ four aspects of being human
● spiritual, emotional, physical, cognitional

❖ Seven Sacred Gifts of Life
● love, honesty, humility, respect,
patience, truth, wisdom

❖ Netukulimk

Elder Albert’s thoughts on
Mi’kmaq Spirituality
This is what we truly
believe, this is what
reinforces our Mi’kmaq
spirituality: that no one
being is greater than
the next, that we are
part and parcel of the
whole ... we are equal ...
and that each one of us
has a responsibility to
the balance of the system.

Elder Albert’s thoughts on
Mi’kmaq Language
Our language teaches
us that everything
alive is both
physical and spiritual.
The onus is on the person to
look at our natural world
with two perspectives.
Modern science sees objects,
but our language teaches
us to see subjects.
Artist Gerald Gloade Millbrook First Nation

Elder Albert’s thoughts on
Land – Life – Language
Everything
that we do
to our
natural world
… we also do
to ourselves.

Artist Gerald Gloade Millbrook First Nation

Elder Murdena’s teachings on
Mi’kmaq Seven Sacred Gifts of Life
and

Four Aspects
of Being Human

Elder Albert’s thoughts on

Netukulimk

We understand economic development as somewhat foreign.
One objective has to be to provide opportunities for groups
of people so they can sustain
themselves adequately, plus the
community. But, at the same time
as we are using Gifts from Creator,
we must:

● NOT compromise ecological
integrity, and
● ALWAYS look into the future
so the next generations have
the same opportunities.
Artist Gerald Gloade; Millbrook First Nation

Elder Albert’s thoughts on

Netukulimk

We understand economic development as somewhat foreign.
One objective has to be to provide opportunities for groups
COMPARE TO WIDDOWSON’S 2017 CONCLUSION (cited previously)
of people so they can sustain
We need to prevent all vested interests from distorting our understanding of the
themselves
adequately,
plus
the
environmental harm caused by economic
development,
and politically
motivated
promises to “equally recognize” traditional
knowledge But,
do notat
aidthe
us in
this endeavour.
community.
same
time
as we are using Gifts from Creator,
we must:

● NOT compromise ecological
integrity, and
● ALWAYS look into the future
so the next generations have
the same opportunities.
Artist Gerald Gloade; Millbrook First Nation

Elder Albert’s thoughts on

Netukulimk

We understand economic development as somewhat foreign.
One objective has to be to provide opportunities for groups
COMPARE TO WIDDOWSON’S 2017 CONCLUSION (cited previously)
of people so they can sustain
We need to prevent all vested interests from distorting our understanding of the
themselves
adequately,
plus
the
environmental harm caused by economic
development,
and politically
motivated
promises to “equally recognize” traditional
knowledge But,
do notat
aidthe
us in
this endeavour.
community.
same
time
as we are using Gifts from Creator,
we must:

Are
critics
prepared
● NOT compromise ecological
to engage
in
integrity,
and
● ALWAYS look into
the future
Two-Eyed
Seeing?
so the next generations
have
Co-Learning?
More?
the same opportunities.

Artist Gerald Gloade; Millbrook First Nation

Two-Eyed Seeing
1. Co-Learning
2. Knowledge
Scrutinization
3. Knowledge
Validation
4. Knowledge
Gardening
categories

fluidity

wholistic

Two-Eyed Seeing
words of Elder Albert Marshall, LLD, Mi’kmaq Nation

This work of Two-Eyed Seeing is not easy.
And so we need to understand that sometimes
our most important job is to plant seeds
for the future, for the youth,
knowing seeds germinate when the time is right.

Two-Eyed Seeing
context = lndigenous health:
words of Dr. Alika Lafontaine BSc, MD, FRCPC; Univ. Alberta

CHANGE IS COMING: “The choice we have is
whether we work together, or we work apart,
and the consequences of that choice
will shake the very foundation
of the Canadian health-care system.”
from Opinion Piece by André Picard in The Globe and Mail, 25 April 2017:

To improve Indigenous health, change expectations
context: Indigenous peoples’ and communities’ health in Canada today
re health care, health policies, health resources, and related
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/opinion/to-improve-indigenous-health-change-expectations/article34798062/

Two-Eyed Seeing

with sincere thanks to the artist

Gerald Gloade, Millbrook community, Mi’kmaq Nation
▪ designed the beaver for the 2017 Canadian nickel
▪ Culture and Education Officer with Mi’kmawey Debert
http://www.mikmaweydebert.ca/home/

▪ formerly with NS Dept of Natural Resources

Two-Eyed Seeing
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more of Elder Albert’s thoughts
written by Cheryl Bartlett at the request of Elder Albert Marshall for

Thinkers Lodge, 28 September – 1 October 2017, Pugwash, NS
Climate Change, Drawdown & the Human Prospect:
A Retreat for Empowering our Climate Future for Rural Communities
Mi’kmaq Elder Albert Marshall (who lives in the community of
Eskasoni, Nova Scotia, in the Traditional Territory of Mi’kma’ki)
coined the English phrase “Two-Eyed Seeing” many years ago for
a guiding principle found in Mi’kmaq Knowledge as reflected in the
language. Elder Albert is a fluent speaker of Mi’kmaq ...
Two-Eyed Seeing in his language is known as Etuaptmumk.
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Two-Eyed Seeing / Etuaptmumk encourages the realization that beneficial outcomes are
much more likely in any given situation if we are willing to bring two or more perspectives
into play. As such, it can be further understood as the gift of multiple perspectives
treasured by many Indigenous peoples. And our world today has many arenas where this
realization, this gift, is exceedingly relevant including, especially, education, health, and
environment. Elder Albert is passionate about bringing into these arenas the perspectives
and knowledges of the Mi’kmaq people, of all Indigenous peoples, such that mutually
beneficial, inter-cultural, collaborative relationships with mainstream society and the
Western sciences can be nurtured and grown and new understandings put to work. Thus,
he describes Two-Eyed Seeing as: “learn to see from your one eye with the best or the
strengths in the Indigenous knowledges and ways of knowing ... and learn to see from
your other eye with the best or the strengths in the mainstream (Western or Eurocentric)
knowledges and ways of knowing ... but most importantly, learn to see with both these
eyes together, for the benefit of all”. Albert acknowledges that such work is not easy and
he emphasizes, therefore, that an on-going journey of co-learning is both required and
essential in order to develop the profound collaborative understandings and capabilities
that Two-Eyed Seeing encourages. Co-learning requires learning together, with and from
each other, ongoing. Such is necessary to preclude an undemanding, facile approach in
which Two-Eyed Seeing wrongly becomes mere jargon, trivialized, romanticized, co-opted,
or used as a mechanism.
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In addition to encouraging inter-cultural collaboration, Two-Eyed Seeing helps us to
acknowledge the distinct and whole nature of Mi’kmaq knowledge and its ways of knowing,
indeed of every Indigenous knowledge and its ways of knowing (i.e., they are represented
as a whole eye) alongside the distinct nature of the Western knowledges and ways of
knowing (i.e., they are also represented as a whole eye), while asking that these two eyes
work together (as they do in binocular vision). Nevertheless, it may be that in a particular
set of circumstances we will choose to call upon the strengths within Mi’kmaq knowledge
or another Indigenous science, whereas in another set of circumstances we might choose
to call upon those within the Western sciences. Thus, Two-Eyed Seeing can require a
“weaving back and forth” between knowledges, and this will draw upon abilities to
meaningfully and respectfully engage in an informed manner in collaborative settings. For
such circumstances, Elder Albert recommends the approach be pictured in the following
way: “Sometimes it’s like a heavy sledge that we are trying to move – this sledge represents
our passions for ensuring the ecological integrity of Mawisikamukawey (the nurturing
wholeness of the earth), the well-being of our communities, and the transmission of our
Mi’kmaq culture (and/or other Indigenous cultures) and knowledge(s). We, the Elders, are
dragging that sledge with all our might, and we need others to help us by pushing as hard
as you can on the rear of the sledge. But, it is we, the Elders, who will determine where it
goes. Other times that heavy sledge represents a passion we Elders hold that the Western
sciences can help address. Then we, the Elders, will help you Western scientists with that
sledge ... you drag, we push ... while we all also constantly exchange understandings about
where it is going ... and learn to abide by i’l’oqaptmu’k meaning ‘to revisit to renew, to
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maintain movement in the direction Spirit intended’”. Indeed, Elder Albert says, the
capacity to abide by i’l’oqaptmu’k is the essence of co-learning and essential to Two-Eyed
Seeing. Other essentials are knowledge scrutinization or inquiry (to learn to be able to see
in genuine and meaningful ways the best, the strengths, within our different knowledges);
knowledge validation (by peers, to ensure authenticity, accuracy, and sacredness), and
knowledge gardening (to learn to walk our talk, together, within grounded projects that
have meaningful community relevance).
Two-Eyed Seeing adamantly, respectfully, and passionately asks that we bring together
our different ways of knowing to motivate people, Indigenous and non-indigenous alike,
to use all our understandings so we can leave the world a better place and not
compromise the opportunities for our youth (in the sense of Seven Generations) through
our own inaction. Elder Albert indicates that “Two-Eyed Seeing is not easy to convey to
academics as it does not fit into any particular subject area or discipline. Rather, it is about
life: what you do, what kind of responsibilities you have, how you should live while on
Earth ... i.e., a guiding principle that covers all aspects of our lives: social, economic,
environmental, etc. The advantage of Two-Eyed Seeing is that you are always fine tuning
your mind into different places at once, you are always looking for another perspective
and better way of doing things.”
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Elder Albert’s passionate concern for the well-being of the earth, for Indigenous peoples,
for all peoples, can also be taken into account if/when a person might wish to ponder “how
might academic or mainstream views be made more useable for Indigenous
communities?” rather than seeking to follow a Two-Eyed Seeing approach of bringing into
play the best of different knowledge systems (namely, Indigenous worldviews and
paradigms alongside those of the mainstream). Albert’s words speak clearly as to why TwoEyed Seeing offers a richer approach than would tweaking one view to accommodate bits
and pieces of the other. He directs attention to the stress placed on an Indigenous person
when educational (and other) systems deny traditional knowledge a place and a role in
today’s times: “When you force people to abandon their ways of knowing, their ways of
seeing the world, you literally destroy their spirit and once that spirit is destroyed it is very,
very difficult to embrace anything – academically or through sports or through arts or
through anything – because that person is never complete. But to create a complete
picture of a person, their spirit, their physical being, their emotions and their intellectual
being ... all have to be intact and work in a very harmonious way”. For Mi’kmaq people,
Elder Albert says: “This is what we truly believe, this is what reinforces our Mi’kmaq
spirituality: that no one being is greater than the next, that we are part and parcel of the
whole ... we are equal ... and that each one of us has a responsibility to the balance of the
system.” In a similar but opposite way to these understandings, and given that spirit is at
the heart of Mi’kmaq knowledge and most if not all Indigenous knowledges, it would be
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highly inappropriate if not impossible to ask that the mainstream sciences and much of
modern academia – which have diligently scrubbed spirit out of their overall ontology –
somehow reverse their diligence. And thus, the profound challenge within Two-Eyed
Seeing ... and the necessity of co-learning and the other key knowledge essentials
mentioned above.
Elder Albert readily acknowledges that his Mi’kmaq understandings are but one view in a
multitude of Indigenous views ... similarly that of the Western sciences ... and, moreover,
that all of the world’s cultures (which include the Western sciences) have understandings
to contribute in addressing the local to global challenges faced in efforts to promote
healthy communities and ecosystems. Thus, one might wish to talk about Four-Eyed
Seeing, or Ten-Eyed Seeing, or 3265-Eyed Seeing, etc. This extension also encompasses the
understanding that all the world’s species, all our bio- and eco-kin, have contributions to
make.

more of Elder Albert’s thoughts
... MTK for Two-Eyed Seeing
Authenticity, accuracy and sacredness of TK. We need to recognize
the great temptation for some people to “just make it up”. Validation, by
recognized community Elders and Knowledge Holders, of that which is brought
forward is exceedingly important.
Appropriate sources for TK. We need to acknowledge that Elders and
Knowledge Holders ... each one of us ... has certain expertise, yes, but none
of us knows everything. This is also why TK is collective knowledge.
Nourishment of the living relationships within TK. We need to
recognize that stories, songs, crafts, practices, family, community, language,
ceremonies, and connectivity with the land are important in the transmission of TK.
It is living knowledge, not a book-based process of learning.
The lifelong learning journey for TK. We need to instill in all learners the
understanding that TK is acquired over the whole of a person’s life journey; it is not
a 3-4 year process akin to a university degree.

Two-Eyed Seeing
and Integrative Science
information: www.integrativescience.ca
Presentations post-2012 are filed in “news” or “archives” rather than in “articles and presentations”.
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